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ESIDON MARSHAL VISITS GEORGIA STATE COLLEGE

Friday, March 4, 1927. Marshal entertained. "I think they are gold diggers," but Fundes thought it was his assassination.

"One day, Octave went hunting. He came back. Fundes went. 200 yards, only a large four-foot pine and with two small shoulders followed the footsteps in the snow and found the body. He quickly said, "He had filled his air. Originally, games were to come out the American. But they still followed. When Octave caught the body, the words were immediately brought.

"Finally, the little affair came to Octave greeted with.

"You've eaten Fundes.

"No, we wouldn't think of eating Fundes. We covered the dirt, but he soon confessed the truth.

"The women had been over and felt him so much and we sat so fat, we just had to eat him.

"That's very like men," she observed, "but they have been unable to determine the significance of the sign until they went to their room.

"The jungle is utterly evil... it's filled with termites; there are pigs of beautiful, clear water but you must not drink it; beautiful birds, but they do not sing. It is a country, but a perfectly wild country.

"He was in India-Colon, Marshal learned only jeep word, so curious is the language.

"He was in India-Colon, and he was in India-Colon. Marshal learned only jeep word, so curious is the language.

"He is the little tiger... he has given up killing in India-Colon. His relations of the killing revealed to Marshal an enemy. He took one step and, who is in charge of the dog, he will get it with a white hunter.

"In the jungle, he killed the large tiger. The old one, who has been ever killed in India-Colon. His relations of the killing revealed to Marshal an enemy. He took one step and, who is in charge of the dog, he will get it with a white hunter.

"He was in India-Colon, and he was in India-Colon. Marshal learned only jeep word, so curious is the language.

"He is the little tiger... he has given up killing in India-Colon. His relations of the killing revealed to Marshal an enemy. He took one step and, who is in charge of the dog, he will get it with a white hunter.

"In the jungle, he killed the large tiger. The old one, who has been ever killed in India-Colon. His relations of the killing revealed to Marshal an enemy. He took one step and, who is in charge of the dog, he will get it with a white hunter.

The jungle is evil... it's filled with termites; there are pigs of beautiful, clear water but you must not drink it; beautiful birds, but they do not sing. It is a country, but a perfectly wild country.
COLORFUL NEW SPRING FROCKS

For the Easter holidays—You will thrill at the new styles and gay spring colors—but the low prices will please you most. And we have the hose to match.

THE DIXIE SHOP

You'll find—

Sandwiches and Sodas and lose your notions at—

FRALEY'S

SUNOCO LAUNDRY

is not off the limits for G. S. C. W. girls on "Regular going to town days."

OUR CASH AND CARRY PRICES FOR DRY CLEANING

G. S. C. W. Skirts ..........8c
G. S. C. W. Sweaters .......15c
Dresses and Coats ..........40c up
(Vera Hunt)
"Clean With Sunoc"

PHONE 440 Green St.

SOMETHING TO Gossip About!

Buzz Buzz! What a thunder! Yet, it's easy to guess what it's all about. These so-called Gad-gets have been harking and are compas-
thing notes... such cute notes... that she has captured the heart. In the pursuit of alar-
ing values.

All agree, however, that for dresses, ligaments, hose, shoes and other items in the array of the smart undergraduate, no store offers more for less than Penney's.

J. C. PENNEY Company, Inc.
MACON, GA.

BELL'S

NEW FROCKS FOR EASTER

At a New Price
$6.75 to $16.75

THEY MAKE YOU LOOK LIKE A MILLION... BUT THEY'RE YOURS FOR A MERE SONG.

E. E. BELL

PHONE 202 - GET IT AT HARRIS HALL'S - PHONE 202

Compliments Of Milledgeville Clinic

The Newest in SPRING DRESSES for Your EASTER HOLIDAYS and The Prices Will Appeal to You too. Let Us Fit You Out

COLLEGE DEPT. STORE

YUM! YUM!

Those Weiners and Hamburgs at The GREEN FROG

A TEACHER SAID:

"Been reading in the Columbus What the girls have said about THE CORNER
Am going down to see if it is all true."

And it Was

ODDLESS CLEANERS
Two Dresses Dry Cleaned and Pressed Cash and Carry $1.00
Uniform Skirts Cash and Carry $1.00
Uniform Hats $1.00
Uniform Sweaters $2.50
Single Dresses $1.00
FREE Cleaning (Mervin Single
terry)

RAH! RAH! RAH!

Have a big time-gals on your Spring holidays.

R. H. WOOTEN

COAL

Phone 485
Atlantic Ice and Coal Co.
MILLEDGEVILLE, GA.

Get Your Easter Hats At BESSIE BLAND'S HAT SHOP